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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015183214A1] The invention is related to the hinge system which is designed to prevent the door wing and hinges to hit approaching
surface, to prevent door wing and hinge damaging and to perform its full function when opening and closing during when the vehicle, that are used
for transporting in trailer, semi trailer and trucks, goes near to the approaching surface with the aim of loading and unloading with doors are open.
Today, in many trailer and semi trailer vehicles, door wings and hinges hit the approaching surface before the clearing block when they are open
and get damage. Because of these damages, high amount of service cost manpower loss occur. The door hinge system, which is the subject of
invention, hinge part design and door section are modified. New hinge system locks the first hinge axis when the door opens and after that the hinge
completes its movement by turning around the second axis. During the door opening, the hinge that is welded on the back bollard continues on
slot axis and when the opening is completed the door wing and the hinge stay in a completely safe area. By this means, when the door wing opens
completely, the door wing and the hinge take a position behind a safe distance. As a result of this, damage on the door wing and hinges or breaking
is prevented. Therefore, the functionality of the latches that stay on the hinge section and the door wing provide convenience of the hinge working
system. New hinge system to be used in trailers/semi trailers (1) consist of trailer and semi trailer back door (2), bollard (3), hinge (4), ring (5), hinge
pin (6), hinge slot (7), hinge shaft (8) and tabs (9).
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